Digital power spectral analysis and coherency analysis are powerful techniques for studying ultra-low-frequency (ULF) waves in the earth's magnetosphere. Wave polarization parameters provided by these techniques are important in the development of theoretical models for wave generation. Because of this, it is important to understand the capabilities of the digital analysis techniques. Three different techniques of using the spectral matrix to do wave analysis have been presented in the literature. Because data for wave studies involve measurement in arbitrary coordinate systems, it is necessary to transform the spectral matrix to the principal plane of the wave before coherency analysis can be performed. The fundamental differences in the three techniques lie in how they determine the transformation to the principal plane. A comparative study of these three techniques was done using simulated data involving known wave and noise properties and real ULF wave event data from the geosynchronous satellites ATS 1 and ATS 6. In general, the quality of performance of the three different techniques on both simulated and real wave events was approximately the same.
INTRODUCTION
Naturally-occurring ultra-low-frequency (ULF) waves (or magnetic pulsations) in the earth's magnetosphere have been studied extensively for many years. However, because of the low frequencies involved (1 to 1000 mHz), traditional analog techniques have had only limited usefulness. The increasing availability of digital data, on the other hand, allows the use of digital power spectral analysis and coherency analysis, powerful techniques for the analysis of ULF waves. The knowledge of the wave polarization parameters provided by these techniques is important in the development of theoretical models of wave generation. Thus, because of the importance of these parameters, it is necessary to have an understanding of the capabilities and limitations of the digital analysis techniques which are being used.
Using techniques presented by Born and Wolf [ 1964] Means, 1972; Samson, 1973] dealing with the threedimensional situation. These three techniques. while mathematically dissimilar, are all based on the assumption that, at any single frequency, a single plane wave, propagating along the normal to the plane, is present. Thus, these techniques should not be used for analysis of nonplanar waves unless planarity is reasonably approximated. In the case of multiple waves with the same frequency, the parameters determined by the analysis represent the average of the parameter• for the individual waves. For waves with strongly dissimilar characteristics but the same frequency (a fairly rare event in nature), these results will be anomalous. Indications that this situation has occurred can be obtained from the percent polarization and the relative size of the eigenvalues. For multiple waves with only slightly dissimilar characteristics, there will be no way to identify the presence of the multiple waves, but the character of the waves determined by .the analysis will be essentially correct.
In 
Once L has been determined, it can be used in the same way as /c to define the appropriate rotations. However, oe should be used to define the X, rather than the Z axis.
Technique 3 [Samson, 1973] However, the wave band is as clear here as before.
Both R, and P are high across the band, and R 3 is low. It is clear that P and R 1 have the same pattern. It is also interesting to note that in general R2 decreases when R1 increases, and vice versa.
CONCLUSIONS
Performance. All three techniques performed equally well on the simulated wave events, giving excellent results down to quite low values of snr. All three analyzed simple simulated linear events equally well, and all three gave essentially the same results on the real wave events. The major performance difference was in the percent polarization determined for random noise. Because the 90% line fell at 30% polarization for technique 1 and at 40% for the other two techniques (see Figure 1) , technique 1 should be slightly more useful in detecting weak wave signals in fairly noisy data.
Ease of coding. We mention ease of coding only as a minor point of comparison. It should not be considered a deciding factor between the techniques. Technique 1 is quite straightforward to code, particularly if eigenanalysis routines for real matrices are available. Technique 2 is slightly more riveness of the various techniques may be of significant importance.
Recommendations. None of the techniques is obviously superior to the others in terms of performance. However, in its present state of development, technique 3 is much less cost-effective than the other two, and thus is not as highly recommended for studies of large numbers of events. In choosing between techniques 1 and 2, the nature of the events may provide the best basis for selection. If the waves being studied are seldom linear, technique 2 is probably the best choice, although problems may arise if the data are very noisy because of the percent polarization found for random noise. For waves which are usually linear (such as Pc 3), technique 1 is probably the best. Although technique 2 did well on the simple test with linear. waves, a much more thorough study of its performance for ellipticities < 0.1 in complicated events is necessary before it can be strongly recommended for use in the study of predominantly linear waves.
